Figure 1. “Tomba di Nerone,” third century A.D., Via Cassia, Rome. Proconnesian marble, length 2.84 m, height 1.33 m, depth 1.48 m (chest). Front face, from the southwest. Photo: author.
“Nero’s Tomb” and the crisis of the third century

Roman sarcophagi as public and private monuments

EDMUND THOMAS

Five miles north of the center of Rome, with its back to the modern Via Cassia, and obscured on the other side by a clump of trees, stands a marble sarcophagus mounted on a brick podium (fig. 1). On the night of February 23–24, 2008, the rear and left sides of this sarcophagus were indecorously sprayed with black graffiti. The removal of this mark, which had seemed to be the culmination of the longstanding, gradual neglect of the monument, and the restoration of the structure, celebrated in a small public ceremony on November 15, 2010, provide an opportunity to reflect on the origins of a sarcophagus which, as we shall see, is remarkable not only in its form and location, but also for its unique perspective on Roman history. As the orientation of its main decorated face indicates, the monument originally overlooked the ancient Via Cassia, from a steep rise now shrouded in trees, and the topographical analysis of the British School at Rome’s South Etruria Survey has shown that it stood near the junction of this road with the Via Veientana. The monument’s elevated position was even greater in antiquity: It stands above the river valley of the Fosso della Crescenza, where a first-century mausoleum had been submerged by two meters of river silt by the early third century and plundered for later structures, which in turn were submerged by a further three meters of alluvium. Otherwise, little is known of its specific ancient context. As Giuseppe Tommasetti lamented a century ago, the precious evidence of ancient culture—scattered columns, coins, and heads of Pentelic marble—were subjected to mechanical ploughing techniques typical of what he called “the systematic devastation of the Roman campagna.”

In the early modern period there was little such nostalgia for this derelict zone. Medieval Christian tradition had it that the emperor Nero’s spirit wandered from the Vatican amphitheatre where his persecuted victims had met their deaths, proceeded to roam restless through that area outside the Porta Angelica which already by the sixth century was known as “Nero’s Meadows” (Prata Neronis), and settled only in the northern outreaches of the medieval city. An early map of Rome labels an ancient tomb on the Via Flaminia as “the tower where Nero’s spirit stopped for a long time.” It was also known, however, from classical sources that the emperor had been buried in the Gardens of the Domitii on the Pincio hill. So a second legend developed around the Madonna del Popolo directly below that family monument, designed to protect the
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1. A. Montesanti, “Romano-Italica: i limiti mentali di un popolo,” InStoria: Rivista online di storia e di informazione 5 (May 2008), http://www.instoria.it/home/romano_italica.htm. The graffito on the rear (east side) read: “CUCCA TVB [ti voglio bene] AXEL” (Cucca, I love you. [signed] Axel); on the left (north) face was sprayed a single word: KORN.


7. G. B. De Rossi, Plante iconografiche e prospettiche di Roma anteriori al secolo XVI (Rome, 1879), pl. XII: “la torre dove stette gran tempo il spirito di Nerone.”

8. Suetonius, Nero 50: “He was buried at a cost of 200,000 sestertes, in the white robes embroidered with gold that he had worn on the first of January. His remains were deposited by his nurses Eloge and Alexandria and his mistress Acte in the family tomb of the Domitii, which is set on the Collis Hortulorum and can be seen from the Campus Martius. In that monument a trough of porphyry, with an altar of Luna marble above, is enclosed by a balustrade of Thasian stone.”
district from the infestations of the ghost of the Antichrist Nero. But by the early seventeenth century it was the sarcophagus monument on the Via Cassia that was singled out as “Nero’s tomb.”

This tradition might be simply an extension of the earlier one to the road continuing northwestward from the Via Flaminia at Ponte Molle (Ponte Milvio). Alternatively, it might have been inspired by the report that the emperor had died at his freedman Phaon’s villa in the suburbs between the Via Nomentana and the Via Salaria, near the fourth milestone; Nero had taken refuge there, entering it by a back route through thickets of brambles. The tree-covered monument at the fifth milestone of the Via Cassia may have seemed suitably evocative of the place where Nero’s spirit had finally left his body.

The attachment of this site to the legend of Nero persisted. In 1922 it was recounted in an Italian hunting journal how an Englishman called Knight, renowned as the winner of many steeplechases, had taken part in a fox hunt in this area. He fell when jumping a fence near the tomb and passed out under the weight of his horse. Two struts of the fence and the stirrup straps of his saddle were seen wondrously to form a stretcher on which he was brought to a house beside the tomb, and he lived, bedridden, for another two years; the miraculous incident was recorded in an oil painting.

In 1939 Il Messaggero reported the birth of the suburb of “la Tomba di Nerone” and the inauguration there in October 1938 of the Casa Littoria, the community’s only public building; the houses built there were half-hidden in the trees. In 1940 the inhabitants resisted an attempt to call the community the “Borgata or Vico di Vibio,” after the actual identity of the monument, rather than after the “Tomba di Nerone.”

The administrative district still keeps the false name today.

The curious episodes and legends surrounding this monument partly result from its unusual character, of a sarcophagus displayed not inside a tomb, but in the open air. This outward mode of display highlights the capacity of a sarcophagus to be a public as well as a private monument. In antiquity too it was an ensigna. The sarcophagus is unusually substantial: 2.84 meters long, by 1.33 meters high, by 1.48 meters deep, with a base molding 3.12 meters wide. It rests on a high pedestal, now 2.30 meters high and heavily restored with bricks, but originally consisting of large blocks of travertine becoming smaller toward the top. Limited soundings in front of the monument in September 1982 revealed the ancient ground level as well as fragments of an ash urn and funerary cippus.

The sarcophagus itself probably started out as a half-fabricated export of Proconnesian marble, which had been prepared with a roof-like lid with large corner acroteria like big flapping ears, a ledge-like base for a base molding, and bosses perhaps for figures on the ends of one side. In the middle of the main face (fig. 2), and dominating the front, is not a pictorial relief, but a large framed panel with “handles,” a tabula ansata with rather narrow ansae, apparently more like the exterior of a tomb monument than a sarcophagus, and packed with writing. Here the true identity of the deceased is clearly laid out in ten lines of uncial script:

D(i)s M(anibus) s(acrum) / Publ(iii) Vibi P(ublii) f(ili); Mariani egregiae m(emoriae) v(iri), procurator(orum) et praesidi prov(inciae) Sardiniae, pirimo pilo bis, / tribuno coh(ortis) / X pr(aetoriae), XI ur(banae), IIII vig(itum), praefecto legionis (5) / II Italicae, pirimo pilo legionis / III Gall(icae), (centurionem) frument(ario), / oriundo ex Ital(i) / Julia Dertona, / patri dulcissimo et Regiae Maximae matris / karissimae (10) Vibia Maria Maxima clarissima / femina, fil(iae) et her(es).

“Sacred to the divine spirit of Publius Vibius Marianus, son of Publius, a man of exceptional memory [i.e. of equestrian rank], procurator and governor of Sardinia, twice primus pilus, tribune of the Tenth Cohort of the Praetorian Guard, the Eleventh Urban Cohort, and the Fourth of the Vigiles, Prefect of the Second Italian Legion, primus pilus.”

The epigraphic field of 1.14 meters by 0.90 meters is almost filled by the text.

9. Mirabilia Rom[ae], printed by E. Silber (Rome, 1507). The legend is fully recounted in G. de Albericis, Historiarum sanctissimae et gloriosissimae Virginis Deiparae de Populo almea urbis Compendium (Rome, 1599) and O. Panciroli, Gli antichi sepolcri ovvero mausolei romani ed etruschi (Rome, 1697), pl. XI; P. S. Bartoli, Gli antichi sepolcri ovvero mausolei romani ed etruschi (Amsterdam, 1705), pl. 5.

10. In 1516 the property is called “Casalis Saraceni seu Sepoltura,” and in 1622 “Casal Saraceni ditto Sepoltura di Nerone.” Tomassetti (see note 5), vol. 3, p. 43.

11. Accounts of Nero’s death: Tacitus, Histories 2.8.9; Suetonius, Nero 57; cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orationes 21.10; Cassius Dio, Roman History 64.9.3; Josephus, Jewish War 4.6.5.


13. A papal milestone was placed beside the monument in 1824: Ward-Perkins (see note 3), p. 45, n. 1.


15. This is evident from the early representations: A. Laffrey, Speculum Romanæ Magnificentiae (Rome, 1551); B. Breenbergh (ca. 1630) in London, British Museum (fig. 11); Claude Lorrain (ca. 1630–1640) in Vienna, Albertina, inv. 11318; P. S. Bartoli, Gli antichi sepolcri ovvero mausolei romani ed etruschi (Rome, 1697), pl. XI; P. Schenk, Roma Aeterna (Amsterdam, 1705), pl. 5.

of the Third Gallic Legion, centurion of the Frumentarii, in origin from the Julian colony of Dertona in Italy, set up to the most gentle father and most beloved mother Reginia Maxima by Vibia Maria Maxima, a most distinguished lady [i.e. wife of someone of senatorial rank], daughter and heiress.”

This is the monument, then, not of Nero, but of Publius Vibius Marianus, an equestrian from the colony of Dertona (modern Tortona) in northern Italy. It is undated, but the information it provides has enabled scholars to place it in the third century A.D., with estimates ranging from ca. 210 to the early 270s. A number of indications allow this to be narrowed down more precisely. According to the text, listing his posts in the conventional reverse chronological order, Marianus began his career in the frumentarii, a police-like force in the city of Rome, which was accountable to the emperor and had by this time acquired an unsavory reputation. Holding the rank of centurion, he may have been the princeps or subprinceps of the Castra Peregrina on the Caelian hill where the unit was based (now under the church of S. Stefano Rotondo). That position enabled him to aspire to the highest equestrian rank, and he was then promoted to a succession of high-level military posts. As primus pilus of the Third Gallic Legion in Syria, he might have more than quadrupled his salary; he rose to prefect of the

---


Second Italian Legion in Noricum and subsequently, in an unusual career turn, returned to Rome to hold the position of tribune in the Praetorian Guard, the Urban Cohorts, and the Vigiles. Then, after there receiving his second primipilate in the *numerus primipilarium*, that select body of senior officers, or “General Staff,” created by Augustus, he became governor of Sardinia, a ducenarian post of the second echelon. The unusual aspects of his career make it hard to calculate the dates of his various appointments according to the expectations of a regular equestrian career. However, his command of the Second Italian Legion should be no earlier than 260, when equestrian prefects instead of senators took command of legions; and the fact that, as governor of Sardinia, he was not only procurator, but also had the prestigious title of praeses—no longer in a purely honorific sense, but reflecting a real extension of power—suggests that he cannot have attained this peak of his career before the 260s. Accordingly, the sarcophagus might date from this time onward. I shall return to the implications of this later.

On either side of the text are the figures of two young male horsemen, recognizable from their pileus caps as Castor and Pollux (the Greek Dioskouroi), and, framing these, two fluted pilasters with Corinthianizing capitals with smooth leaves and Attic bases. On the short sides of the sarcophagus are two winged griffins, in low relief, shown in movement, one of them flying over (or severing?) the head of a bull (figs. 3–4); the back is undecorated. The lid is richly carved: In the gabled central element of each side stands a figure in military dress with spear, shield, and helmet, identifiable as Mars; in each of the four lateral antefixes is an eagle with a serpent between its claws (fig. 5); in the large corner acroteria on the front, winged Victories are erecting trophies (fig. 6).

Such house-shaped Proconnesian sarcophagi with high lid and acroteria were widely distributed across the Empire and common in Rome. The style and arrangement of the decoration, however, are unusual in the capital and closer to examples in northern Italy produced by the principal workshops at Ravenna and Aquileia, which are typically completed by simplified architectural motifs with a long central space for the inscription and two shorter lateral spaces for standing figures. The eye-catching gazes or gestures of these figures directed the attention of passersby to the inscribed text in the center, which was commonly framed by a *tabula ansata*. By contrast, sarcophagi in or near Rome seldom offer an inscription with lateral figures on the front face. One might, therefore, conclude that the sarcophagus was the product of a north Italian workshop. However, the widespread availability of such Proconnesian sarcophagi at Rome and the high costs of transportation from the north, in addition to the costs of the marble itself, the plot, the inscription, and the sculpture, suggest rather that the sarcophagus was carved in a workshop at Rome to the commission of the patron and to a design which was typical of northern Italy, but alien to the usual metropolitan repertoire.

---


32. Equini Schneider (see note 2), p. 66. This fits the model for sarcophagus production proposed by B. Russell, “The Roman
Figure 3. “Tomba di Nerone”: detail of left face, from the northwest. Photo: author.

Figure 4. “Tomba di Nerone”: detail of right face, from the southeast. Photo: author.
Three examples from Rome and Ostia confirm that similar forms were occasionally displayed there: in the Villa Borghese, the sarcophagus of the Christian imperial freedman Marcus Aurelius Prosenes, from the Via Labicana (fig. 7); in the Villa Celimontana, the sarcophagus of a married couple; and, in nearby Ostia, the sarcophagus of Sextus Carminius Parthenopeus.


34. L. Qualici, Cilla, Forma Italiae 1.10 (Rome, 1974), p. 771, no. 673, fig. 1760.
equestrian and decurion at Ostia, and his wife, set on a bulky travertine base outside the Porta Romana. These show basic resemblances to the sarcophagus of Marianus in structure and composition: The examples in the Villa Borghese and at Ostia have analogous acroteria at the corners, and the former has similar griffins on the side faces, although shown not flying, but at rest (fig. 8). Yet none of these has the stark monumentality of the “Tomba di Nerone.”

The imagery of the lid is more unusual and must certainly have been due to the patron’s individual choice. The decoration here is strikingly linked to imperial iconography. The kneeling victories with military trophies on the acroteria of the front (fig. 6) recall those of the Basilica Ulpia frieze and the standing victories with trophies on imperial cuirasses, without, however, being precise repetitions of either. The figure of Mars in military dress on the aedicules of the lateral faces, in its attitude with spear and shield (fig. 5), is a


cruder, but recognizable version of official images of Mars Ultor.\(^{37}\) Such allusions to imperial imagery lend a further meaning to the representation of the eagle struggling with the serpent, which elsewhere has been interpreted as a token of the spiritual salvation of the deceased,\(^{38}\) but here appears in unusually direct manner on the antefixes of the lateral faces of the sarcophagus, on either side of the images of Mars. The image is unmistakably a figure of military triumph,\(^{39}\) but it is also a symbol of Marianus’s personal career and life, working almost on the level of a biographical narrative.\(^{40}\) The griffins on the short sides are broadly recognizable as the animals of imperial apotheosis, and the apotheosis of the dead, but there are peculiarities in their execution which makes the identification questionable.\(^{41}\)

In what is still the only detailed discussion of the monument, Eugenia Equini Schneider recognizes that the symbolic language here is derived from official commemorative monuments. However, the moderate artistic quality of the reliefs led her to believe that such language had lost its original meaning by the mid third century and shifted into generic themes of political and military allegory to express a common funerary symbolism of individual felicity, spiritual salvation, and immortality.\(^{42}\) Such an interpretation is no longer fashionable and does not, in any case, adequately explain the extraordinary aspect of this monument. It should be recalled that, while the deceased himself was only an equestrian, his daughter Maria, the heir and dedicator of the monument, had married into the senatorial order. As is so often the case among the funerary monuments of Rome, the memorial tells the story of social mobility, and the imagery contributes to that narrative.

The representation of Castor and Pollux on the sarcophagus front (fig. 2) is also more than an evocation of generic symbolism. The Dioscuri are indeed common in Western funerary iconography, perhaps because of their celestial symbolism, and, as protectors of horses

---


41. Equini Schneider (see note 2), p. 56, attributes this detail to an apprentice assistant, the inexpert hand of a principal sculptor, or a later addition, and notes that in southern Gallic production the griffin is “banalized,” accentuating the grotesque, and is often associated there with the theme of apotheosis, frequently together with the eagle.

and the army, are often connected with the theme of military victory, being a natural image for equestrians in particular. However, the classical form of the figures adopted on many sarcophagi, with sharply bent knee, energetically pulling the bridle of the horse toward them (as in the famous sculptures on “Monte Cavallo” in Rome), differs from the position here, where the horsemen are shown standing at rest. This static form is seen in several sarcophagi of the first half and middle of the third century, both on western examples as at Tipasa and in products of Docimian workshops such as the sarcophagi from Sililkeh-Selekueia and Sidamara. Yet, whereas in these last cases the horsemen appear in a secondary capacity as the end figures of column sarcophagi supporting the principal cast, on the monument of Vibius Marianus they are the leading figures in their own right, framing the inscribed text in a stance that mirrors that of Mars. The inscription’s tabula ansata frame also often has military associations, as in the Flavian fort at Carlisle; legiary dedications, or the letter of Antonine Praetorian Prefects on a city-gate at Saepinum; and, mutatis mutandis, the spiritual triumph of Christian “soldiers,” whose prayer for safe return in the afterlife echoes the prayer for Roman soldiers setting out to war, as on a sarcophagus from persecuted Lyon.

Although during the second century the form had been used on public buildings and tomb monuments, and by the third century could express a civic ideology on sarcophagi, the combination with the imagery of the sculpture reinforces its military character here.

But what was most unusual at Rome was the physical form of Marianus’s monument. The roadside position was typical of the city’s cemeteries, but the display of the sarcophagus as an independent monument, on a high pedestal of travertine, on a raised site, and in the open air rather than inside a tomb, was exceptional, even daring. The sarcophagus of Parthenopeus at Ostia, tucked in at the corner of a busy necropolis, is a rare counter-example, and the form of that of Prosenes (fig. 7) may also suggest an exterior location, but the patron of Marianus’s monument was not so constrained by either space or money.

To be sure, for all the hundreds of sarcophagi recovered from across the city, only in a very few cases is anything known about their original locations. Too little is known about the burial places associated with wealthy villas in the suburbium to be certain that sarcophagi there were not displayed in the open. But what we do know paints a very different picture. For example, a series of engravings by Pietro Santo Bartoli shows the Tomb of Caecilia Metella on the Via Appia in its early eighteenth-century state, or at least as it was imagined then to have looked. A section shows the small room within the podium where the sarcophagus was stored which was later taken to the Palazzo Farnese. Its counterintuitive accessibility and almost forgettable anonymity within that massive stone monument are striking. But then the tomb of Metella was almost

43. Their appearance as terminal figures of the front face is common in Italy: M. Albert, Culde Castor and Polux in Italie (Paris, 1883), pp. 156–157; F. Cumont, Recherches sur le symbolisme funéraire des romains (Paris, 1942), pp. 35–38, 82–83. Their increasing use during the imperial period has been seen as a symbol of eternity and resurrection. In Western iconography, they always both look inward and wear the pileus.


52. I owe this point to Bert Smith. A detailed study of the contexts of suburban sarcophagi by Barbara Borg is in progress and may reveal more on this question.

53. Bartoli (see note 15), pl. 37; cf. L. Canina, La prima parte della Via Appia (Rome, 1853), vol. 1, p. 87, n. 25.
certainly not originally designed to hold sarcophagus burials, and a later member of the family deposited the sarcophagus found there.

After the practice of inhumation became more widespread at Rome, the sarcophagus could be expected to play a large part in those commemorations of the life of the deceased that are attested on birthdays, anniversaries, and other events of remembrance. The epigraphic evidence for regular festivals throughout the year, celebrated by members of a household, a collegial organization, or, in some cases, a whole community, might seem to imply that the sarcophagi in which the remains of the deceased were interred were put on public or private display as objects of reverence and aesthetic viewing. But the archaeological evidence for this is limited. Much that is inferred from the objects themselves is proven to be unreliable. For example, it is assumed in a respected handbook that Asiatic sarcophagi worked on all four sides were placed “well out from the walls on the floor of the chamber where they could be walked round and the backs as well as their fronts and sides appreciated.” Yet, in one case where there is evidence for the original position of such sarcophagi, this claim can be refuted. The famous Melfi sarcophagus seems to have been set against the rear wall of a tomb, so that the figures on the back face were entirely concealed.

In the Antonine period, funerary monuments in the tomb streets of Rome seem to have been designed to combine the housing of the deceased’s remains with the social activities of the living. The “Barberini Tomb” on the Via Latina is a well-preserved but problematic example. It originally contained three separate stories: the two visible today, of equal height, and a basement story below, presumably the burial vault. An engraving of 1697 by Bartoli shows an entrance in the northern extremity of the funerary precinct leading to a stairway, from which a corridor led to the basement of the tomb. However, no trace was found in the nineteenth century or thereafter of this access to the subterranean story or the surrounding precinct, and, as other details of Bartoli’s drawings are at odds with the visible remains, their reliability is questionable. The intermediate, ground-floor room, lined with niches apparently for more funerary urns, was entered from the rear; the upper room, probably decorated with paintings along the walls, was roofed by a stuccoed cross vault and lit by a large thermal window which dominated the front façade. Access to this imposing space was by a staircase in the ground-floor room, immediately to the right of the entrance, which was approached from the rear. However, information about the subterranean story, from which the beautiful Barberini sarcophagus (now in the Vatican) must have been removed, is remarkably deficient. It is no longer accessible, and the only evidence for its existence is a row of vents at the foot of the building’s wall. If the sarcophagus, so costly because of the marble and its figured sculptures, was stored within this subterranean space, under what circumstances was it put on public show or even made visible to a private audience? The eight sarcophagi of the nearby “Tomb of the Pancratii” were located in the inner room of an underground crypt; one is so large that the tomb-building was most likely constructed around it.

Things were not altogether different in the East, although there was a greater tendency to outward display. Most evidence from Roman Asia Minor shows a situation similar to that of Rome, but in earlier Greek traditions of display, there was a greater element of public visibility. The grandest classical examples, such as the “Alexander” and “Mourning Women” sarcophagi, have been reconstructed as standing within the higher colonnades of an imposing aedicular monument, visible from below; in the latter case, the simulated Ionic colonnades of the sarcophagus could thus have acted in dialogue with the larger monumental column setting. Extensive areas at Termessus in Lycia and Hierapolis in Phrygia show the continuation of this tradition of exterior display of sarcophagi into the Roman period. But even
in this region the sarcophagus could be an element of interior space.\textsuperscript{61} Most famously, at Ephesus, the garland sarcophagus of Celsus Polemaeanus, proconsul of Asia, was kept within a vault under the library dedicated in his name; however, by contrast with the building’s ostentatious façade, the location of the sarcophagus was most unceremonious.\textsuperscript{62} Given the constricted access to the vault, through a doorway half a meter wide into a space barely higher than the sarcophagus itself, the building was most probably constructed around the sarcophagus, and viewing of the vessel seemed to matter rather less than the symbolic significance of its location directly below the central apse of the library. Elsewhere in Ephesus sarcophagi and ostothekai have been seen as an element of conspicuous consumption, particularly among lower ranks of society.\textsuperscript{63} But there is no evidence of their exterior location. At a higher social level, the sarcophagi of Quintus Aemilius Aristaides and Tatiana were arranged in a structured way within the apsidal interior of a tomb.\textsuperscript{64}

Contrasting approaches to the aesthetics of display are shown by two tombs recently uncovered at the necropolis of Aizanoi in Phrygia.\textsuperscript{65} The first contained a column sarcophagus of the “Torre Nova” type, with continuous frieze along the long sides incorporated in a columnar structure. Dated to around 160, it was made for Claudius Severinus, probably the archineökoros involved in the construction of an aqueduct at Aizanoi,\textsuperscript{66} and his wife Berenice.\textsuperscript{67} But, despite the “micro-architectural” adornments of the sarcophagus, there is little “conversation” between its simulated architecture and that of the tomb in which it was stored. According to the excavated context, the sarcophagus was placed on axis with the entrance, and fragments of marble latticework interpreted as belonging to a doorway have suggested that it could be viewed from outside through the marble latticework of the door.\textsuperscript{68} One might assume that the door would be opened only for a few commemorative occasions, but the latticework would at least have allowed the sculptures to be glimpsed from outside; the deep relief of the sculptures and the prominent architectural frame of spiral fluted columns and palmette acroteria made it possible, even in a narrow and poorly lit interior, to acquire from afar at least some sense of the ornament.\textsuperscript{69} However, if visibility was the aim, the work was upstaged by the second excavated tomb, seventy meters away along the same road, possibly a processional route to the city.\textsuperscript{70} The base of a sarcophagus of the same type was found in the remains of a small tetraptylon monument, and, given the limited space inside, it has been suggested that the sarcophagus was mounted on the flat projecting roof of the tetraptylon. Like a miniature temple with its pitched roof and columnar frame, the chest acted as the culmination of the architectural monument; there was even space for a second one alongside.\textsuperscript{71}

There was sometimes then an awareness of the potential of sarcophagi as public monuments at Rome and in Asia Minor. But in northern Italy the practice of displaying sarcophagi in the open air was entirely normal.\textsuperscript{72} Here the tendency to place funerary inscriptions which elsewhere would usually have appeared on the exterior of a tomb building on the front face of a sarcophagus was ubiquitous by the third century, when external sarcophagi had taken the place of earlier tomb buildings.\textsuperscript{73} Together with the stylistic features of Marianus’s sarcophagus which find echoes in this region, the distinctive character of these sarcophagi


\textsuperscript{64} E. Rudolf, Der Sarkophag des Quintus Aemilii Aristides (Vienne, 1992), pl. I, fig. 1.


\textsuperscript{67} The classicist style of the sculpture would also fit a slightly earlier date. See E. V. Thomas, “Houses of the Dead? Columnar Sarcophagi as ‘Micro-architecture’,” in Elsner and Huskinson (see note 32), pp. 399–400.
and the lack of any strong evidence for the importation to Rome of such sarcophagi from Upper Italy (or from northern or western regions of the Empire in general) suggest that contemporaries seeing the sarcophagus monument of Vibius Marianus in the northern suburbs of Rome would at once have recognized its difference from metropolitan Roman sarcophagi, both in form and in location. Anyone who had travelled in the north could easily have identified its regional character. If they did not, literate viewers could have established his regional identity from the words inscribed in the panel, which proudly proclaimed his origin: from Dertona, modern Tortona, about forty-five miles southwest of Milan.

A sarcophagus from this very place (fig. 9) provides an illuminating parallel to the sarcophagus of Marianus. The front and back sides are divided into three sections by arcades springing from spirally fluted columns: On the front, figures of Castor and Pollux frame not an inscription, as on the monument of Vibius Marianus, but a scene of the myth of Phaethon, the young hero falling from his chariot into the river Eridanus (Po), watched by a shepherd (Cycnus?) with a ram; an inscription on the narrow band above this central scene tells us that this was the monument of Antonia Tisipho for her son Publius Aelius Sabinus, who lived “for twenty-four years and forty-five days.” Above the heads of the Dioscuri two Greek phrases are lightly incised: on the left, Ὑφροσεί τευγῆ ("to noble courage"?), or, more likely, reading Ὑφροσεί, ἤὑργῆ (for the vocative ἤὑργην or ἤὑργε), “Be of good cheer, Eugenius,” addressing Sabinus by his signum; and, on the right, the consolatory commonplace, οὐδὲς ἀθάνατος ("no one [is] immortal"). On the rear, the central field is left empty and the side fields are filled by two shepherds: One playing a syrinx with a lamb on his shoulders caused the monument to be interpreted as a Christian allegory.

75. For parallels, see E. Buchi, “Veturii et Tommonii, oriundi e ingenui in un’epigrafe inedita di Moniego di Noale (Venezia),” Athenaeum 84 (1996): 131–132 and n. 29.
77. For the story, see Ovid, Metamorphoses 1.750–2.400. A similar terminal figure of the Dioscuri appears on a sarcophagus fragment in Treviso, probably from the same workshop at Aquileia: Gabelmann (see note 30), pp. 36 and 88.
78. CIL 5.7380; Dessau (see note 18), vol. 2, no. 8169.
79. G. A. Bottazzi, Degli emblemi o simboli dell’antichissimo sarcofago esistente nella chiesa cattedrale di Tortona (Tortona, 1824).
two short sides show winged cupids watching a cock fight, with Medusa heads in the pediments above. The central mythological scene of the front fittingly commemorates the mother’s untimely loss of her son. Together, image and text suggest that the sarcophagus commemorated a young cavalryman who plunged to his death in battle or, given the absence of opponents on the relief, simply in a riding accident, possibly drowning in the river Po, and was presumably buried nearby at his hometown of Dertona. Although Carl Robert dated the sarcophagus to the beginning of the third century, it is now thought that the portrait heads in the acroteria of the lid resemble Gallienic rather than Severan portraiture, which would place it very close in time to the sarcophagus of Marianus. At this moment of crisis when more positive mythological models seem to have lost their attraction, the story of Phaethon was employed with almost cosmic resonance.

The heavily equestrian imagery had particular significance at this time. Gallienus’s reforms of the Roman cavalry had produced a “battle-ready” force capable of defending the Empire against internal and external threats. A substantial cavalry army was based in米兰 under the Dacian Aureolus to face a series of northern threats. The most serious came from Postumus, commander of the Roman army on the Rhine who, in 260, had proclaimed himself Augustus and quickly won the allegiance of the western provinces. As the situation lurched toward a crisis, the Rome mint and the newly instituted imperial mint at Milan celebrated the importance of the cavalry here with a series of bronze coins, one of the last issues in the name of Gallienus, made in the final year of his life, showing the winged horse Pegasus on the reverse (fig. 10). On some coins the legend ALACRITATE, “for speed,” referred both to the mythical creature’s most renowned quality and to the particular virtue of the cavalry.

Milan around the same time show, on the reverse, the words FIDEI EQUITUM (“to the loyalty of the cavalry”) inside a laurel wreath.87 The irony of this legend was to be revealed late in 267 or early in 268, when Aureolus, now dissatisfied with Gallienus, revolted against him. He did so first in the name of Postumus, issuing a series of bronzes in 267 in the latter’s name with the similar legend FIDES (A)EQUIT(um) (“loyalty of the cavalry”) and also variant, analogous forms CONCORD(ia) (A)EQUIT(um) (“the unity of the cavalry”), VIRTUS (A)EQUIT(um) (“the virtue of the cavalry”), and PAX EQUIT(um) (“the peace of the cavalry”).88 When Postumus refused to support him, he revolted in his own name, issuing a coin type, long considered a forgery but now believed to be genuine, declaring himself “Augustus.”89 Aureolus was left besieged in Milan by Gallienus. However, in late summer or early autumn 268 Gallienus’s assassination brought the elevation of the Illyrian cavalry-general Claudius, who by then was the emperor’s second in command.90 When Aureolus found himself alienated from both Claudius and Postumus, Claudius II—newly proclaimed emperor by the Senate—immediately saw off Aureolus, went to Lake Garda to fight the Germans, and then returned to Rome in triumph in 268/9, on horseback, as celebrated in his adventus coinage, with a further issue repeating the Pegasus imagery.91

Alongside these types, the mint of Milan also issued a series of coins on the model of others struck by Postumus’s mint at Trier, which show an image of a single divine horseman, Castor, in the same stationary pose as on the sarcophagi of Sabinus at Tortona and Marianus at Rome: nude but for a chlamys around his shoulders and trailing behind his back and a pileus on his head, holding a spear in one hand and the bridle of his horse in the other.92 This type recalled a version struck under Septimius Severus to mark the appointment of his younger son Geta in A.D. 200 as the princeps iuventutis (“leader of the [Roman] youth”), which both indicated his status as leader of the equestrian class and symbolized his claim to be Caesar in the Empire.93 Postumus may thus have claimed a right to succeed Gallienus.

The question arises where to place the two Dertonians, Publius Aelius Sabinus and Publius Vibius Marianus, in the narrative of these events. From the imagery of the Tortona sarcophagus it can be imagined that the young cavalryman Sabinus met his death in northern Italy in the later 260s, perhaps resisting one of the many Germanic raids at that time, in the conflict between Gallienus and Postumus, or even in a simple riding accident. It is harder to evaluate the significance of the monument of Marianus. But, as governor of Sardinia, he was a man of far higher political rank and influence than Sabinus, and his daughter had married into the senatorial order. Moreover, the monument’s prominent position on the road into Rome from the north invites speculation about its political message. The precise reality of the politics behind this extraordinary structure remains a riddle. But it is most unlikely that this sarcophagus, in its key public location and with its outspoken combination of iconography, was constructed in innocence and ignorance about contemporary political events. Particularly striking is the emphasis in the inscription on the north Italian origin of the deceased, set out alone in the sixth line after the cursus honorum. The same regional emphasis was achieved by
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the style and position of the sarcophagus, characteristic of northern Italy. The prominent figures of the Castores promoted an equestrian ideology, which was reinforced by the openly imperial imagery of Mars, with victories and trophies on the lid and the military associations of the tabula ansata frame. In this context, it would be no surprise if contemporaries, like later viewers (fig. 11), interpreted the large griffins on the sides—which in their peculiar execution and unusually outstretched flying posture with raised front legs resemble the reverse images on the coinage of Gallienus and Claudius—as representations of the equestrian symbol Pegasus.94

We cannot know exactly how or when Marianus died. Equini Schneider’s dating of the sarcophagus to the period between the reign of Gallienus and the early years of Aurelian, an era of rapid political change, leaves multiple possibilities.95 Because of his unusual career path, his age at the end of Gallienus’s reign cannot easily be calculated. If he was still alive in 268, this equestrian from Dertona can hardly have been blind to the goings-on in Milan and their imminent impact on Rome. Alongside the distinctively north Italian style of the sarcophagus’s design and decoration, the emphatic link to an area so critical in contemporary politics and warfare can hardly have been accidental. For whom was this potentially regionalist statement intended as a reminder?

A clue is offered by the monument’s topographical context. Standing beside one major road, and close to another, it fits the pattern of tombs of wealthy landowners in the Roman suburbium, built within or at the limits of their estates (praedia).96 In 1948 the remains of a suburban villa of the third century were tantalizingly uncovered between this monument and La Storta.97 Its most remarkable feature was a gallery of portraits of emperors including Commodus, Septimius Severus, Caracalla, and, a great rarity in imperial portraiture,
Gallienus. It was suggested in the brief newspaper report, without further reasons, that the villa might have belonged to a freedman, but by the same token the villa might equally have belonged to an equestrian family rising up the social ladder. Although the villa cannot definitely be linked with Marianus, the inclusion of Gallienus in the display of imperial busts close to a monument of that period seems more than coincidence. His unusual promotions arouse suspicions that he was the beneficiary of direct imperial favour. Marianus was no typical career soldier. His first, metropolitan posting as frumentarius already suggests relatively high status and contacts. He was then “fast-tracked” to primus pilus—the senior centurion—of the Third Gallic Legion, despite never having been a legionary centurion. This appointment stands every chance of having been “centrally inspired.” It has been suggested that it was made after the defeat of Elagabalus in 222 in order to help ensure this unit’s allegiance to Alexander Severus, as it had previously been loyal to his predecessor. His further posts at Rome might then be explained in terms of the military garrisoning of the city at a time of civil war in 238 and the 240s. But the Third Gallic Legion disappears from our record until the 250s when it was deployed in Syria, and this period better suits the chronology of Marianus’s subsequent appointments. Did Marianus go to Syria? If so, it cannot have been for long, because his next appointment was as Prefect of the Second Italian Legion in Noricum. This was the legion which Gallienus, at the start of his sole rule in a.d. 260, granted the titles VII pia, VII fidelis. Marianus’s appointment as commander of the legion is unlikely to have occurred before this time, when Gallienus replaced senators with equestrians as legionary commanders, and he may very well have been one of the first equestrians to hold such an office. But his return to Rome soon afterwards to hold a prominent position in all three of the main military bodies at Rome—the Praetorian Guard, the Urban Cohorts, and the Vigiles—securing his second appointment as primus pilus, indicates his importance to the regime. The villa’s gallery of imperial portraits might then be taken as a statement of political allegiance. If he died in 268, his monument might also be seen as serving the ideology of Gallienus, triumphant after a great victory over the Goths, with the rest of his cavalry and cavalry generals about him, closing in on Aureolus in Milan.

Yet Marianus had mixed loyalties. By the mid-260s Gallienus’s continued creation and promotion of equestrians like Marianus had alienated him from the Senate; but Marianus, who was not himself a cavalryman, married his daughter to a senator. Moreover, the nature and location of the sarcophagus must have been as much the work of Marianus’s daughter Maria as his own design. If he survived Gallienus, as the chronology of his appointments seems to indicate, the monument’s message must have been focused elsewhere. Events were probably unfolding too quickly in 267–268 for Maria to commission and erect the sarcophagus as a political gesture in favour of Aureolus. Perhaps then the sarcophagus favored Gallienus’s successor, Claudius II. The image of dynastic continuity celebrated in the sculpture gallery of portraits uniting Gallienus with Commodus and the Severans was also that pursued by Claudius, who, unlike Gallienus, assumed the names Marcus Aurelius at the head of his titulature, and might have helped to legitimize Claudius’s rule.

Marianus’s monument, situated on the northern fringes of Rome, could have projected a similar political message. It was constructed in a visibly north Italian style, highlighted by the emphasis in the inscription on Marianus’s birthplace. It was adorned with an iconography of imperial triumph, victories with trophies, Mars Ultor, and the eagle with serpent (fig. 5), as well as prominent equestrian imagery in the figures of the Dioscuri and the Pegasus-like griffins. These features did not suit Marianus, who was no imperial claimant and whose service had been spent entirely in the infantry, so well as the horseman Claudius II. Situated on the route from Etruria and the northwest, the monument seemed strategically placed to welcome the new emperor when he entered Rome in 268 or 269. Even the mysterious representation of the griffin/Pegasus
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with bull's head (fig. 4) had allegorical meaning. The winged creature's defeat of the bull may allude to the recent demise of the Urban Prefect and former general L. Petronius Taurus Volusianus—a great bull of a man, as his agnomen suggested—who, like Marianus, had benefited from the patronage of Gallienus in 260, was made a senator and then co-consul with the emperor in 261, some have suspected that such a trusted member of Gallienus's inner circle would not have escaped the purge that followed the death of Gallienus. As Prefect of Rome in 267–268 he would have been known to Marianus, who in these circumstances might also have seemed implicated in Gallienus's regime. But Marianus was less powerful and not so obvious a target. On her father's monument, Maria nailed her colors to the mast, emphasizing his north Italian heritage and the equestrian ideology of Gallienus which Claudius himself best represented, but distancing her family from Gallienus himself and his closest associates whose end had been reportedly initiated by Claudius.

To resolve these speculations, the precise date of Marianus's final appointment, as governor of Sardinia, is crucial. Modern historians place it only between the reigns of Severus Alexander and Aurelian. But, given the probable duration of Marianus's successive posts at Rome in the 260s, and particularly the recent argument that during the “crisis” years between 260 and 268 the province joined the empire of Postumus, the unavoidable conclusion is that he owed this appointment not to Gallienus, or even to Claudius, but to Aurelian. His remarkable title of procurator et praeses may have been designed to highlight the fact that, as a result of the administrative reorganization of the provinces under Aurelian, he was the first equestrian procurator to hold the grander title of praeses. If, as seems likely, he should be identified with the P. Bibio procurator named on a milestone found in the 1970s from the road between Carales and Olbia, this may be confirmation that it was later during his office that the governor's title was changed. The appointment of Gallienus's former man to Sardinia might in fact have been as much a retirement as a promotion, but it had the added prestige of an enhanced title. The possession of an estate in the northwestern suburbs of Rome, with close access to the province, may also have been a consideration.

Marianus's potential loss of influence in his final years perhaps made it all the more necessary for his daughter to reclaim her father's memory, and his survival of the purge of 268 made this possible. She did so by means of a prominently advertised visual statement which clearly participated through its imagery in a contemporary public dialogue. The monument's iconography of imperial triumph implied that this old warrior had himself participated in the resistance to manifold threats to empire. First, the figures on the sides of the sarcophagus recalled the Pegasus symbol used as an icon of the cavalry, which under Gallienus and Claudius had crushed the usurpers Postumus and Aureolus, but it was also associated with Aurelian. The latter, like Claudius, was Illyrian by origin and a member of Gallienus's “battle cavalry”; his promotion to the head of the cavalry boosted his own imperial ambitions (as it would Probus after him), and his coins accordingly proclaimed the VIRTUS EQUITUM. Second, the highly original symbol on the right side of a bull overcome by a Pegasus-like griffin could be seen as a metonym for the extinction of the internal threat represented by Gallienus's associates, of whom the most dangerous was Taurus Volusianus, most likely eliminated by Aurelian, probably the dux Dalmatarum involved in the assassination of Gallienus.
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and his senior personnel.\textsuperscript{112} To some eyes the image might even have been seen as a regionalist statement, symbolizing the triumph of the north Italian/Illlyrian Pegasus (Claudius, Aurelian, and Marianus) over the Etruscan bull (Gallienus and Volusianus). Third, the conventional images of kneeling Victories with trophies on the lid referred to the successive defeats of Germanic tribes by Claudius and Aurelian. Fourth, the eagle and the serpent hinted at Aurelian’s probable extermination of his rival Quintillus.\textsuperscript{113} Finally, the centrally placed images of Mars Ultor on the lid were still the most appropriate to symbolize the Parthian war that Aurelian prosecuted successfully in 272-273.\textsuperscript{114} But what of the prominent figures of the Dioscuri on the main face, which find a parallel on the coinage of the usurper Postumus, but not, as far as we know, on that of Gallienus, Claudius, or Aurelian?

It is still unclear when Marianus died and the monument was erected. If he became governor of Sardinia around 271,\textsuperscript{115} he may not have survived for many years after that, for this combination of images is hardly conceivable much after the assassination of Aurelian in 275, and, had Marianus lived, he could have been expected to have reached higher rank.\textsuperscript{116} The iconography of the sarcophagus was soon outdated: The equestrian imagery lost its meaning when the Gallienic “battle cavalry” was disbanded by Diocletian; in the East the new threat of the Sassanians superseded that of the Parthians; and the allusive references to recent internal and external events would have soon ceased to be topical or recognizable. However, the Dioscuri on the front may give a small hint of the date of the monument’s erection. In 276 Castor appears as the “Preserver of Augustus” (\textit{Conservator Augusti}) on a rare coin type of the new emperor Tacitus that was perhaps designed to appeal to the cavalry to support his accession.\textsuperscript{117} If the Dioscuri of Marianus’s sarcophagus was a response to this—and the image was not one which the infantryman Marianus would naturally have adopted independently—the monument might be tentatively dated to that year. Stylistically, the flat relief and pointillist style of sculpture in some details fit the schematized style of the post-Gallienic phase of metropolitan sarcophagi better than earlier examples.\textsuperscript{118} We may never know for sure. The only witness is this uncertain monument of uncertain times. But it cannot have been long afterward that what had started out on the Via Cassia as a proud and public monument of personal achievement, political allegiance, and regional pride, wholly in the face of traditions of display at Rome, was allowed to become concealed by trees and ultimately left to neglect and ruin.

The public impact of sarcophagi lives on.\textsuperscript{119} A more recent example from northeastern England provides, through its well-documented historical context, an insight into the complex maneuvers and symbolisms that might surround sarcophagi as public and private monuments. Like the monument of Vibius Marianus, the public exposure of the monument to James Renforth of Gateshead (1842–1871), “champion sculler of the world,” led it to become the unhappy victim of vandalism in the mid-1980s. After careful restoration in 1992, it was relocated from its original position in Gateshead East Cemetery to Prince Consort Road, where it still stands today in front of the Shipley Art Gallery (fig. 12).\textsuperscript{120} Renforth’s monument hinted at the popular mythology of his death, which occurred in tragic circumstances during a race against a Canadian crew in August 1871 in Kennebecasis Bay, New Brunswick. As the waves got up, Renforth failed to respond and fell back into the lap of his crewmate and former adversary Henry Kelley. He died the next morning, with Kelley holding his head.\textsuperscript{121} His dramatic and unexplained
sarcophagi. But the figure memorializes not conjugal union, but the bond of sporting companions. On the north face of the monument an inscription is incised in Roman capitals:

**IN THE MIDST OF LIFE WE ARE IN DEATH**

And on the north face of the pedestal:

**ERECTED / BY PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION / TO THE MEMORY OF / JAMES RENFORTH, CHAMPION SCULLER OF THE WORLD / WHO DIED AUGUST 23RD 1871, AGED 29 YEARS, / WHILE ROWING IN AN INTERNATIONAL BOAT RACE / BETWEEN THE ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CREWS / ON THE KENNEBECASSIS RIVER NEAR ST. JOHN’S, N.B.**

Renforth’s end is well documented. There is no such documentation, or even any evidence at all, of popular mythology surrounding the death of Vibius Marianus. But in the troubled times of the 270s it must certainly have been an event. All that remains to help us reconstruct the biographical narrative of this eminent equestrian is the sarcophagus raised on a pedestal beside the Via Cassia. The Tomb of Nero it is not, but it is, and surely was, capable of attracting just as much aura and mystery.

---
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